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DISCOVER
EXPERIENCE
IMAGINE
“As an owner, there is a sense of pride associated with seeing my original vision of Arianna materialize without compromise.”
- Arianna’s Owner

“luxurious but cozy, made for a lifestyle of relaxation…
an effect that is achieved well throughout this yacht”
- DIANE M. BYRNE, MegaYacht News
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DISCOVER
Arianna centers on the concept of being a home away from home no
matter how many miles or days guests choose to travel, an effect that
is masterfully achieved through the luxurious layout and classic, wideopen architecture of the interior. When underway, the insulation of
the engine room keeps Arianna’s 7,500 square feet of impressive living
space perfectly quiet.
Fully designed and engineered in-house by the Delta Design Group,
Arianna boasts 522 long tons, an internal capacity of 822 gross tons,
and a beam of nearly 10.4 meters, giving her more volume than any
other 50-meter yacht in the world.
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SUN DECK
Living up to the owner’s vision of a luxurious Polynesian-themed
paradise, Arianna’s sun deck welcomes its guests with a teak decked
oasis wrapped in panoramic 360 o views. Slip into the spacious jetted
Jacuzzi tub, relax with a refreshing cocktail from the island bar, lounge
under the sun, or relax in the shade under the lightweight carbon fiber
bimini top.
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AL FRESCO
Anchoring the design are the multiple outdoor areas that invite a wide
variety of al fresco dining. Guests can choose to enjoy the large seating
area on the main deck, the dining area on the owner’s private deck, the
large sun deck island bar, or the 12-guest teak dining table on the sun
deck. Arianna’s classic décor and layout provide a refuge to enjoy life
at sea anywhere guests choose to go.
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UNDER THE SUN
Arianna offers guests a worthwhile cruise experience balancing
tranquility with a variety of other more energetic pursuits. Guests can
maneuver through the depths of the waters surrounding Arianna on a
SeaBob or glide across the ocean surface on a jetski for an exhilarating
ride. With dive gear, compressors, and certified crew onboard, Arianna
is an elegant world cruiser equipped perfectly to meet a diverse range
of guests’ preferences.
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OWNER’S LOUNGE
What makes Arianna unique is more than her impressive interior
volume. The focus on family and the feeling of home is immediately
apparent in the interior layout of the owner’s lounge. This private
area joins the owner’s suite with a twin stateroom that is suitable for
children, family, or guests.
The owner’s lounge includes a wet bar with verde granite bamboo
counters, elegant and comfortable seating, a convenient work desk,
and a concealed HD TV entertainment area. Combined, these elements
create the intimacy and comfort of a home at sea.
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OWNER’S SUITE
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The private owner’s suite extends aft of the pilothouse, creating an exclusive family retreat. The balance between

The large spa bath and rain shower features a mosaic of colorful hand selected tiles and a blend of exquisite woods

open spaces, accents of custom leather, and a grand play of rare, dramatic, and warm tropical hardwoods achieve

that contribute to the rejuvenating island aesthetic. Adorned with heated stone floors, marble counters, and a

the quality of a luxurious yet casual escape for anyone aboard.

spacious his and her walk-in closet, Arianna’s master head has every amenity a guest can desire.
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OWNER’S DECK
Maximizing private space for intimate gatherings is a private outdoor
deck with dining area just aft of the master bedroom. The owner’s
deck features chairs, a table for four, and a cozy rattan chaise lounge
perfect for a quiet escape. Catering to various latitudes, the deck can
be opened to enjoy the refreshing sea breeze or closed with removable
isinglass. The calm and open atmosphere of this breezy terrace
evokes the charm of an island hideaway while staying true to Arianna’s
underlying concept of a home at sea.
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EXPERIENCE
Throughout Arianna, the focus is on function, comfort, and personal
indulgences. Arianna’s layout, space arrangements, amenities, water
toys, and interior features compliment any choice of lifestyle guests
may desire. The grand play of exquisite textures and rich, tactile
materials conveys a tropical ambiance that encourages guests to
relax and be pampered as they make their way to new worlds aboard
Arianna.
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“designed for relaxation, without feeling cluttered,
like a family’s treasured beach house“
- Kate SImpson, ShowBoats International
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BRIDGE DECK
Delta Marine’s innovative engineering perfectly compliments the
luxurious lifestyle aboard Arianna. Arianna is equipped with a stateof-the-art navigation and control system, twin Caterpillar 3512B
engines, and has a maximum speed of 16 knots. With a cruising speed
of 14.5 knots, Arianna is fuel efficient and ergonomically solid for long
range cruising.
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GYM
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Portside is a fully equipped gym with generous space and breathtaking ocean views. With the option of free
weights, fitness balls, cardio, and yoga, guests can enjoy the workout of their choice at anytime. To complete the
full experience of an onboard fitness center is a spacious, cedar-lined sauna, changing room, and day head.

OFFICE

The expansive state-of-the-art office allows guests to work in multiple time zones and stay connected to the
outside world during longer expeditions. The private and refined atmosphere of the office is enhanced by the 17th
century German Doettling safe, selected and restored by Arianna’s owner.
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FINE DINING
Arianna’s galley is equipped to deliver exceptional meal and
refreshment service. The large walk-in cooler stores provisions for
extended voyages while the light anigre, African mahogany, khaya,
and Makassar ebony inspire the timeless yet contemporary ambiance
of the dining experience. Centered around a beautifully crafted, solid
slab dining table with natural unfinished edges, Arianna’s dining salon
accents the Balinese inspired atmosphere perfectly.
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MAIN SALON
The wide-open salon welcomes guests onboard Arianna with a unique
harmony of vibrant colors, tropical floral accents, and natural grain
patterns. The generous seating areas invite guests to sit back and relax
for a cocktail, friendly conversation, or a game of cards. At the center
of the seating area is a burl wood coffee table whose density and
weight anchors and contrasts the overall lighter décor of the salon. The
end result is the tropical ambience of a family’s treasured beach house.
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LOWER DECK
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Arianna’s exquisite blend of rare, dramatic, and warm tropical hardwoods alongside organic textiles, woven details,

Arianna’s design and warmth reflects the owner’s original vision. The owner’s well defined taste and lifestyle carries

and embossed accents continue throughout each of the guest staterooms. White porcelain sinks and intricately

throughout the guest staterooms, “while at the same time offering the broadest possible appeal to meet a diverse range

woven panels inspire elegance and comfort in each room. The brushed metals and gently woven patinas help to

of preferences that a comparably demanding charter clientele comprises.” - Jerry Stansfield, Yachts International

achieve the overall warmth and Polynesian theme that runs throughout Arianna.
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IMAGINE
Built to travel and explore the world, Arianna has a range of 5,000
nautical miles and is capable of transoceanic cruising with fortitude
and grace. Aboard Arianna, guests will be surrounded by the rich,
classic, and elegant interiors that provide the luxury of home and the
opportunity to enjoy ocean life to the fullest.
Outfitted with an abundance of water toys and five-star amenities,
Arianna can accommodate 12 guests on their to every corner of
the globe. The unique characteristics that define Arianna ensure an
unforgettable experience for any guest, no matter where the ocean
takes them.

“the immediate effect on even a casual visitor
is an overpowering reluctance to leave”
- jerry stansfield, Yachts International
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SPECIFICATIONS
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•

LOA: 164’ 0” / 49.9m

•

Range: 5,000 nautical miles @ 13 knots

•

Fuel capacity: 21,900 US gallons / 82,900 liters

•

Displacement: 552 long tons (half load)

•

Naval Architecture / Exterior / Interior Design: Delta Design Group

•

LWL: 147’ 7” / 45m

•

Engines: 2 x CAT 3512B, 1650 bhp @ 1600 rpm

•

Generators: 2 x Caterpillar C6.6 125 kW

•

Registry: Marshall Islands

•

Class: Lloyds Register Maltese Cross 100 A1 SSC Yacht G6 Mono MCH

•

Beam: 33’ 10” / 10.3m (extreme)

•

Speed: MAX 16.9 knots

•

Stabilizers: Quantum QC-1800 Zero Speed

•

Builder / Year: Delta / 2012

•

Crew/Guests: 12 / 10 + Owners

•

Draft: 9’ 6” / 2.9m

•

Cruise: 14.5 (@ 80% MCR)

•

Gross Tonnage: 822 ITC

•

Material: Composite
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